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Abstract In this paper, we present an interactive and
computational method to create a ‘motion photograph’
from a single image. A motion photograph is a still im-
age in which moving objects are depicted as informative
as well as motion-evocative, which is inspired by car-
toon arts. Given an input image, which contains moving
objects but captured as static, the user can add and edit
various motion effects to the objects by a simple but ef-
ficient user interface. As a result, the edited object con-
veys an effective motion effect without blurring the ob-
ject. The proposed system is user-friendly so that novice
users are able to create motion photographs without
any special skills. Furthermore, the system is extensi-
ble so that any new effect can be developed and plugged
in. Experimental results and user study show that the
proposed motion photography system produces a vari-
ety of interesting motion photographs. Compared with
the general image editing tool (Photoshop), the pro-
posed system creates high-quality motion photographs
in significantly shorter time.
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1 Introduction

During the last century, conventional photography has
been the most efficient method to store visual infor-
mation of a scene as it appears. Billions of beautiful
scenes, natural phenomena, human activities, and sci-
entific/archeological treasures are recorded in billions of
photographs. Furthermore, professional photographers
create artistic and creative effects on the photographs
using camera control mechanisms, such as focal length,
shutter speed, aperture, and ISO.

Over the last decade, digital cameras have been re-
placing conventional film cameras. Digital cameras have
several advantages over conventional film cameras. First,
the acquired photographs are digitally stored in com-
puter memory without loss of sensed information. Con-
sequently, they are easily copied and shared by other de-
vices. Second, digital postprocessing can be performed
using recent image processing and computer graphics
methods. Adobe’s Photoshop [10] is a powerful tool that
is used in popular for this purpose, i.e. enhancing the
quality, as well as editing the photograph content inter-
actively.

However, although the optical, mechanical, and elec-
tronic capabilities of digital cameras have been con-
stantly improved, a spectrum of photographs exists that
current cameras can never capture. In the recent re-
search area of ‘computational photography’, people try
to generate images computationally that a conventional
camera can never capture.

In this paper, we address an interesting problem of
how effectively the motion of an object can be repre-
sented in a still image. A conventional camera can take
a picture of fast moving objects. However, they can
hardly convey the proper information of the object it-
self and its motion together. For example, the acquired
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Fig. 1 Overall procedure for interactive motion photography. (a) Input image. (b) User interface for part segmentation. (c) Motion
editing. (d)∼(f) Motion photographs with different effects.

photos are usually either static (when the shutter speed
is short enough) or blurred. That is, conventional pho-
tographs of fast moving object are either (1) informa-
tive but not motion-evocative or (2) motion-evocative
but not informative [5]. Note that the object can rarely
be identified due to the severe motion blur in the latter
case.

Conversely, cartoon artists deliver motion feeling ef-
ficiently by employing motion depiction techniques. In
this paper, we adapt the basic idea of motion depic-
tion and apply it to the real image as shown in Fig-
ure 1. We refer to this as motion photography. Unlike
previous work [14,9,16,13,4,15,1] in which the input
is either 3D keyframe animation or a video sequence,
a single still image is used as input. An informative,
as well as evocative, motion photograph is created in
real-time using the proposed interactive method that
is highly user-friendly and efficient. Our system is able
to generate impressive and dynamic motion effects in
a still image. In addition, we extend the basic idea to
multiview images. By correctly transferring the motion
effect of an image to others in the multiview image set
using camera matrices and homography, it is possible to
generate multiview motion photographs that are con-
sistent to each other in terms of motion evocativeness
from different viewpoints.

This paper is organized as follows. In the follow-
ing two sections, previous related work and the overall
structure of the proposed system are introduced. Subse-
quently, the proposed interactive motion photography
is described in detail. Then the experimental results are
shown and discussed. The last section concludes the pa-
per.

2 Previous work

Traditional research focused on generating non-photorealistic
motion effects [14,12,9,16,15] or artificial motion blur
[2] for an extracted frame of 3D animation. They dif-
fer from our work since they need keyframe-based 3D
animation as their input. However, they suggested prac-
tical use of speed-lines and repeated contours to achieve
the motion effects in a still image.

A seminal paper by Cutting [5] provides an intensive
survey of representing motion in a still image. He intro-
duced traditional methods, such as dynamic balance,
stroboscopic sequence, forward lean, photographic blur,
speed-lines, and panning that have been popular in
many historic paintings, artistic photographs, and car-
toons. He addressed historical issues in motion repre-
sentation and summarized the advantages and disad-
vantages of each method.

Kim and Essa [13] proposed a non-photorealistic
method to illustrate motion effects on a selected frame
in an input video sequence. They developed motion ef-
fects, such as time-lapse ghost, temporal-flare, particle-
effect, and speed-lines. The main difference to our work
is that they need a video sequence and do not support
an interactive authoring mechanism.

Bennett and McMillan [1] proposed a content-aware
video reduction method for a time-lapse video. Unlike
uniform sampling of video frames where objects are
flickering constantly, the frames are sampled adaptively
based on the amount of active motion. The trails of ob-
jects in motion are added on the frames in the shortened
video to convey the original motion information (usu-
ally speed and direction). As a result, they effectively
reduce hours of time-lapse video into a few seconds of
short video, whilst preserving important motion cor-
rectly. This is similar to our work in that motion is de-
picted in a non-photorealistic manner using ghost trails.
However, they need a video sequence as input, and do
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not support a motion effect editing mechanism or vari-
ous kinds of motion effects, as in this work. Their main
objective is to reduce the time-lapse video computa-
tionally, not the interactive motion photography.

Freeman et al. [6] proposed an image processing
method of changing the phase of image pixels using
steerable filters. The static image is perceived as moving
in a specified direction by changing the phase continu-
ously. However, only horizontal or vertical direction of
small motion is perceived due to the nature of the filter.
Moreover, it is hard to maintain the original intensity
and color of the input image.

Chi et al. [3] proposed an interesting method to illus-
trate a motion field using a visual illusion phenomenon
called ‘Rotating Snake’. The user can perceive the flow
of a motion field even though the pattern itself is static.
However, it is hard to control the speed of motion and
even impossible to simulate the illusion whilst main-
taining the original pixel color.

3 System Overview

The proposed system consists of three components: In-
teractive segmentation, interactive motion depiction,
and motion transfer (in case of a multiview motion pho-
tograph). Given an input image, the object of interest
is first segmented from the background. It is assumed
that the input image does not have motion blur, i.e. the
input image is informative but not motion-evocative.
Depending on the motion effect we want to depict, the
object can be segmented partially (e.g. leg or arm of a
player) or as a whole object. After segmentation, the se-
lected motion effect is rendered using the proposed user
interface. The details of the motion effect (e.g. motion
direction, speed, and effect types) are easily edited on-
the-fly with only a few mouse clicks. Optionally, when
the input is a multiview image set, the editing motion
in a single image generates the corresponding motion
effects for other images simultaneously, based on the
homography between images. The details will be de-
scribed in the following section.

4 Interactive segmentation

Before applying a motion effect, the target object or
object part is segmented using a simple user interface.
Since the main contribution of this paper is not the
segmentation technique, we employ a couple of existing
standard algorithms (active snakes [11] and i.e. Grab-
Cut [17]) and modify them to interactive ones. The im-
plemented system is highly extensible. Any other seg-

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2 Interactive segmentation. (a) Input for GrabCut method
(b) Initial result of GrabCut. (c) Refined result of GrabCut. (d)
Input for interactive Snake method. (e) Result of segmenting the
cat’s leg. (f) Result of multi-parts segmentation.

mentation algorithms can be implemented and substi-
tuted for existing ones.

If a whole (rigid) object is going to be segmented,
GrabCut is more efficient, since only the bounding rect-
angle needs to be specified. An example of segmenta-
tion using GrabCut is shown in Figure 2 (a)∼(c). Con-
versely, if the object has articulated motion, partial
segments are usually extracted to apply a motion ef-
fect segment-by-segment. In this case, the active snake
method is more flexible since the initial bounding region
can be arbitrary shaped.

The interactive snake method works as follows. When
the user draws strokes, the list of pixels are stored as
vertices as shown in Figure 2 (d). They are represented
by the mass-spring model, in which neighboring vertices
are connected to each other by springs. During the it-
eration, the region shrinks to the direction of reducing
the cost function defined by the difference of the pixel
color between the consecutive steps of the movement
(Figure 2 (e)). When the energy is sufficiently low, the
vertex moves to the next coordinate. After convergence,
the user can correct the position of the vertices man-
ually for fine tuning. The user can lock some vertices
to prevent them from moving; this is useful if the user
wants to cut a part of the foreground object (e.g. the
leg of the cat in Figure 2). In this case, the target re-
gion might straddle the border between the background
and the foreground of the entire object. The part-by-
part segmentation can be performed by consecutively
applying the proposed procedure ((Figure 2 (f)).
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Fig. 3 Interactive motion depiction using motion anchor. (a) Input image. (b) The user clicks the anchor point S (after segmentation).
(c) Computing the center of mass G and the rotation center C. (d) Generating time-lapse ghosts by dragging the anchor point to E.
(e) Final result. (f) Another result showing different motion direction.

5 Interactive Motion Depiction

In this section, we describe the main user-interfaces and
algorithms used to generate the target motion pho-
tograph. The proposed system supports four types of
foreground motion effects (i.e. rigid time-lapse ghosts1,
scaled time-lapse ghosts, linear and curved speed-lines),
two types of background motion effect (i.e. linear and
radial panning), in which the basic UI is common to all.
The effect can be applied to multiview motion photog-
raphy. This will be described at the latter part of this
section.

5.1 Foreground Motion Effect

The user manipulates the selected moving part of a fore-
ground object interactively using drag-and-drop. The
system produces the motion effects and renders it on
the motion photograph in real-time. The user is able
to control the degree of motion effect interactively (e.g.
the number of ghosts in the time-lapse effect and the
density of speed-lines) simply by scrolling the mouse
wheel. In addition, the user can edit the existing mo-
tion effects and even mix additional motion effects.

5.1.1 Motion Anchor

We define the motion anchor first in order to formulate
the motion. The motion anchor is a set of points for
interactive manipulation of motion effects. It consists
of three points, i.e. the center of rotation C, the motion
start S and end points E over which the user drags the
object. The proposed UI is very simple, such that all

1 ‘Time-lapse’ effect is similar to the stroboscopic image in the
previous articles, as in [5].

the motion effects are created and edited by the motion
anchor.

First, when the user clicks the motion start point
S, the system determines which segment is selected (as
shown in Figure 3 (b)). Then, it computes the center
of mass G of the selected segment and the center of
rotation C as the symmetric point of S about G (Fig-
ure 3 (c)) which is defined by

C = G +
−→
SG. (1)

After that, the user continues dragging S to the motion
end point E (Figure 3 (d)). While the user drags the
object, the selected motion effect is rendered in real-
time (Figure 3 (e)).

5.1.2 Rigid Time-Lapse Ghosts

The time-lapse ghost effect is easily generated by copy-
ing and pasting the selected segment based on the mo-
tion anchor described in the previous section,. More
specifically, the system transforms the pixel ps in the
segment to the target position pt using the following
steps.

The transformation is defined efficiently only with
the motion anchor. The system separates the trans-
lational and rotational components of transformation
from the motion anchor. The transitional component
is obtained by comparing the length of CS with CE
and the rotational component is obtained by the angle
between CS and CE, respectively. When the system
draws the ith ghost among n+1 ghosts, the position of
the transformed pixel pt is computed by

pt = R
(

i

n
6 SCE

)
T

(
i

n
(|CE| − |CS|)

−→
CS

|CS|

)
ps,

0 ≤ i ≤ n (2)
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where R and T denote the rotation around C and the
translation parallel to

−→
CS, respectively.

The ghosts fade out according to the gradually re-
ducing alpha value to depict the time-elapsing effect.
This is as given by

αi =
(

n− i

n

)
α0, 0 ≤ i ≤ n (3)

where α0 is the alpha value of the original segment,
usually 1.0 (opaque).

5.1.3 Scaled Time-Lapse Ghosts

The overall process of generating the scaled time-lapse
ghosts is similar to that of generating the rigid time-
lapse ghosts. This effect is better suited to (1) depict
rotational motion of the partial segment(s) of the fore-
ground object or (2) the object coming closer to / going
farther from the viewer.

Instead of considering the translational component,
the scaling component is taken into account in this case;
the scaling term is represented by the ratio of CE and
CS. The transformation equation of ith ghost is now
given by

pt = R
(

i

n
6 SCE

)
S

(
|CE|
|CS|

i
n

)
ps, 0 ≤ i ≤ n (4)

where S denotes the scaling around C.

5.1.4 Linear Speed-Lines

Linear speed-lines are appropriate to depict the transla-
tional motion of a rigid object. The system first searches
the pixels on the trailing-side boundary of the mov-
ing segment. Then, for each pixel, the system generates
the random number between 0 to |SE|, which is the
length of individual speed-line starting from the pixel.
The speed-lines are parallel to SE.

5.1.5 Curved Speed-Lines

Similar to the scaled time-lapse ghosts, curved speed-
lines are adequately represent rotational movement of
an object or an object coming closer to / going farther
from the viewer. The basis of this effect is the as same as
the linear speed-lines, i.e. the pixels on the trailing-side
boundary are stretched randomly. However, this effect
draws curves from ps to pt, using rotation and scaling
as given by (4).

5.2 Background Motion Effect

Two types of background motion effect are developed,
i.e. linear and radial panning. Similar to generating
foreground motion effects, the user simply specifies a
motion vector

−→
V by dragging and dropping using the

mouse button. If the starting point S of
−→
V is on the

foreground segmented region, the system generates the
radial panning effect by blurring the background region
radially. Conversely, if the starting point of the motion
vector is on the background region, the system gener-
ates linear panning by blurring the background region
in parallel.

The background blurring algorithm in both cases
is simple. First, the system assigns a motion vector to
each background pixel. In the case of linear panning,
the vector is identical to

−→
V for all the background pix-

els. Conversely, in case of radial panning, the vector as-
signed to each pixel has different radial direction, while
the length is still

∣∣∣−→V
∣∣∣. In our implementation, the cen-

ter of radian motion blur is S, the starting point of
−→
V.

Therefore, the motion vector
−→
VP assigned to a back-

ground pixel at P is given by

−→
VP =

∣∣∣−→V
∣∣∣
−→
SP

|SP| . (5)

After obtaining the motion vectors of background
pixels, the new (blurred) color of a pixel at X is com-
puted by averaging the color of background pixels that
their motion vectors pass through X.

5.3 Extension to Multiview Motion Depiction

We extend the proposed single-view motion photogra-
phy to multiview motion photography. Multiview input
is a set of images captured by multiple cameras at the
same time but from different viewpoints. As is common
in multiview stereo matching [7], it is assumed that the
input images are already calibrated and therefore the
homography between images is known too. Although
any placement of the multiview camera is allowed under
the assumption, we prefer concentric multiview cam-
eras, since this gives more flexibility in realizing multi-
view motion effects.

It is very hard to control the motion direction in
depth dimension. Therefore, the proposed multiview
motion depiction system focuses on the perpendicular
motion to the optical axis of each image. Motion effects
are added by (1) selecting an appropriate view and (2)
editing motion the effect using motion anchor, as in the
case of single-view motion depiction. The procedure is
performed segment-by-segment iteratively. As soon as a
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Fig. 4 An example of stereoscopic motion photography. (a) In-
put left image. (b) Input right image. (c) Left motion photog-
raphy. (d) Right motion photography in which the ghosts are
transferred from (c).

motion effect is added on a particular image, it is trans-
ferred to every other image in the multiview, yielding
a multiview motion photograph.

The scale of transferred ghost should be computed
correctly to transfer the depicted ghost correctly. The
motion in the other view(s) has an out-of-plane compo-
nent, causing the depth changes. In our approach, the
scale of the transferred ghost is computed as follows.
Initially it is assumed that the distance between the
camera and object is the same as the width of the im-
age. Then, the system calculates the depth of projected
S (i.e. zS) and projected E (i.e. zE). The scaling factor
between the first and last ghost is now the ratio of the
depth values (= zS

zE
). Finally, the scaling factors of in-

between ghosts are computed as the linear interpolation
of 1 and this factor.

Preliminary test on multiview motion photography
is done for stereoscopic views where camera matrices
are known. For input stereo pair images shown in Fig-
ure 4 (a) and (b), the time-lapse ghost effect is ap-
plied to the left image and the corresponding ghosts are
transferred to the right image as shown in Figure 4 (c)
and (d). When the observer carefully overlaps the left
and right images in his/her left and right eyes, respec-
tively, the object and the ghosts are felt as 3D motion
photographs.

6 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
motion photography system, we performed intensive ex-
periments for a variety of input images. All the source
code is written in Java (JDK 1.5.0) on Windows Vista.

In addition to this, we perform a user study to eval-
uate the efficiency subjectively. Each of the experiments
are described in detail in the following sections.

6.1 Examples of Motion Photographs

In Figure 5, different motion effects are illustrated for a
few input images, in which the observer feels differently
in terms of speed and direction of motion. For example,
speed-lines and background panning effect in the horse-
racing example would deliver faster motion feeling than
the time-lapse ghost effect. The time-lapse ghost effect
in the airplane example looks like the plane is landing,
while the background panning one looks like taking off.

More examples of creating interesting motion pho-
tographs are shown in Figure 6 and Figure ??. Fig-
ure 6 (i) ∼(k) show the results in which more than two
motion effects are applied simultaneously.

6.2 User Study

Since a single user cannot evaluate the system convinc-
ingly enough, we perform a user study to evaluate the
efficiency subjectively. In our user study, six subjects
are selected. Four of them are novices with little or no
experience with Photoshop nor other paint tools, while
other two are Photoshop experts. Each subject is given
five-minute instruction session on the proposed system.
The novices are given additional five minutes of instruc-
tion on the related tools in Photoshop. We split them
into two groups such that each group has one expert
and two novices.

Each group is asked to depict similar motion effects
shown in Figure 7 within no more than 10 minutes
for each method. Actual elapsed time is recorded for
each individual subject. One group uses Photoshop first
and the proposed system next, while the other does
vice versa. Verbal explanation is provided in addition
to showing the sketched direction. Therefore, subjects
know what the target (i.e. foreground) object is and
how the subject should be depicted.

In the experiment, the segmentation is done before-
hand and the mask image is provided as a separate
file (proposed system) and copied to a layer (Photo-
shop). Note that user interface for segmentation is not
the goal of this paper. When using Photoshop, subjects
are recommended to use special tools (like copy-and-
paste, finger tool, and radial-blur filter, etc). However,
subjects are also allowed to use other tools (e.g. wind
filter).

After the test, the result of one group is shown to
the other group and vice versa. Each subject is then
asked to vote his preference if he/she judges based on
the visual quality. An example of results by a particular
subject is shown in Figure 8.

The result shows that the average elapsed time using
the proposed system is much shorter than the elapsed
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Fig. 5 The result of created motion photographs.

time using Photoshop as shown in Figure 9. Especially
for time-lapse ghost and speed-lines, it is more than five
times faster to use the proposed system. Since Photo-
shop supports general radial-blur tool, the relative per-
formance to depict background radial panning is better
than the former cases. However, it still takes 3 times
longer than when they use the proposed system. As
shown in Figure 10, Photoshop experts create similar-
quality motion photographs no mater what system they
used. However, novice users create quite better motion

photographs using the proposed system, which is one
of the strength of the proposed system. Note that this
is mainly due to the easiness of user interface.

Figure 11 shows the result of the subjects’ voting
to the question “which result image is better?”. More
subjects prefer the result of the proposed system. Even
though the difference is not dominant for the result us-
ing speed-line and the background panning, it is evident
that they spend quite less time to achieve better motion
photographs.
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(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k)

Fig. 6 More results of created motion photographs. (i)∼(k) show multi-effect results.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7 Visual instructions used in the user study to evaluate (a) time-lapse ghost (Test1), (b) speed-Lines (Test2), and (c) background
panning (Test3).

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Example of the results depicted by a subject. (a) Using
Photoshop. (b) Using proposed system.

After the user test, we obtain valuable comments
from the subjects. They agree that the proposed sys-
tem is intuitive and automatic as an easy-to-use integra-
tion of useful tools for generating motion photographs.
Many subjects suggest to provide the proposed system
as a plugin of Photoshop. However, they wanted more
function to our system (e.g. “Undo”). There is another
argument that one region having two or more motion
anchor is not practicable. Most of negative comments
are technical or implementation-related issues. We will
reflect them in the revised version of the proposed sys-
tem in the near future.

7 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we present an interactive and computa-
tional method of creating ‘motion photography’ from
single image. By using the proposed system, the user
can make high-quality motion photography very effi-
ciently. Given an input image, which contains moving
objects but captured as static, the user can add and
edit various motion effects to the objects by a simple
but efficient user interface. A variety of experimental

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9 Average elapsed time (in seconds) to make result image.
(a) Test1. (b) Test2. (c) Test3.

result as well as user study shows that the proposed
system creates motion photographs which is better in
visual quality and faster to generate than using the con-
vention general tool (i.e. Photoshop).

We consider extending this work to video summa-
rization. Unlike schematic storyboard for video visual-
ization [8], context-based extraction of important frames
and illustrating motion in them efficiently will deliver
effective method of video summarization. On the other
hand, it is also planned that the multiview motion pho-
tography is investigated further to achieve 3D motion
photography which is a challenging problem.
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